
Snuglife Mitts
Designed by Amanda Leah Guthrie
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ABOUT

These gauntlets were designed to coordinate with the GAP-tastic Cowl by Jen Geigley and Autumn 
by Jane Richmond.

The gauntlets are knit in the round using primarily seed stitch, which makes a thick, plush fabric 
for warm and cozy hands. Since they are created using a super bulky yarn and US13 needles, they 
knit up quickly and are great for gift-giving season.

Needles: US size 13 (9 mm) Double Pointed Needles or Circular Needle for Magic Loop

Yarn Used: Loops & Threads Cozy Wool | Super Bulky | 50% Wool, 50% Acrylic | 90 yards (82 
meters) / 4.48 ounces (127 grams)

Yardage: 65 yards (59 meters)

Gauge: 8 stitches and 16 rows = 4" (10cm) in Seed Stitch pattern

Other Notions: Waste Yarn or Stitch Holder for thumb stitches, Darning Needle, Scissors

Final Measurements: 
Width:  4" (10cm)
Length Wrist to Fingers: 9.25" (23.5 cm)
Length Wrist to Bottom of Thumb Gusset: 4" (10cm)

Schematic:
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STITCH ABBREVIATIONS

K - Knit 
P - Purl
KFB - Knit into the front and the back of the stitch
K2Tog - Knit the next two stitches together.
( ) x # - Knit the stitches between the parenthesis the number of times indicated after the x.
st(s) - Stitch(es)

PATTERN NOTES

Construction
These mitts are worked in  the round. Increases for a thumb gusset are worked, and then the 
thumb stitches are placed on a holder to be picked up and worked after the body of the mitt.

The pattern can be easily modified to make them longer by adding more rows (in increments of 2 
rows) in the seed stitch before the thumb gusset for a longer wrist/arm length or after the thumb 
gusset for a longer upper hand length. 

Additional Resources
For high-resolution images of the sample design and additional information, please visit
http://www.daisychainknits.com/patterns/snuglife-mitts

PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS
This pattern was created with ease of printing in mind. If you would like to work the pattern using:
Written Instructions - Page 4
Charted Instructions - Page 5 (For Larger Chart, Print Page 6 as well)

http://www.daisychainknits.com
http://www.daisychainknits.com/patterns/snuglife-mitts
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WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS

Cast On
16 stitches using the long tail cast on method. Join to work in the round. 

Bottom Ribbing
Rounds 1-2: ( K, P ) x 8. {16 sts}
Round 3: ( K, P ) x 8, KFB. {17 sts}.

Wrist
Round 4: (P, K) x 8, P. 
Round 5: (K, P) x 8, K. 
Rounds 6 - 15: Repeat rounds 4 - 5. 
Round 16: Repeat round 4. 

Thumb Gusset
Round 17: (K, P) x 4, KFB x 2, (K, P) x 3, K. (19 sts)
Round 18: (P, K) x 9, P. 
Round 19: (K, P) x 9, K. 
Round 20: Repeat round 18. 
Round 21: (K, P) x 4, KFB x 2, (K, P) x 4, K. (21 sts)
Round 22: (P, K) x 10, P. 
Round 23: (K, P) x 10, K. 
Round 24: Repeat round 22. 
Round 25: (K, P) x 4, slip 4 stitches to holder, (K, P) x 4, K. (17 sts)

Hand
Rounds 26 - 31: Repeat Rounds 4-5 three times.
Round 32: ( P , K ) x 8; K2Tog. {16 sts}

Top Ribbing
Rounds 33 - 36: (K, P) x 8. 
Round 37: Bind off in ( K, P ) pattern.

Thumb
Slip stitches from stitch holder onto needle. Pick up two stitches, the first as to purl and the 
second as to knit between the thumb and hand. Join in the round, being careful not to twist 
stitches. {6 sts}
Rounds 1-3: ( P, K ) x 3.
Round 4: Bind off in ( P , K ) pattern.

Finishing Instructions:
1. Weave in ends using tapestry needle.

http://www.daisychainknits.com
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CHARTED INSTRUCTIONS
Cast On
16 stitches using long tail cast on method. Join to work in round, being careful not to twist.

Mitts

Thumb
Slip stitches from stitch holder onto needle. Pick up two stitches, the first as to purl and the 
second as to knit between the thumb and hand. Join in the round, being careful not to twist 
stitches. {6 sts}
Rounds 1-3: ( P, K ) x 3.
Round 4: Bind off in ( P , K ) pattern.

Finishing Instructions:
1. Weave in ends using tapestry needle.

http://www.daisychainknits.com
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LARGER MITTS CHART

http://www.daisychainknits.com
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VERSION HISTORY
v0 - Draft Pattern for Test Knitting
v1 - Published Pattern
v2 - Fixed Written Instructions to Match Charted

POLICIES

Thank you for downloading this pattern! Your support of independent designers means a lot to 
me!

Patterns
Do not distribute, copy, or resell this pattern in whole or in part. 
Do not include as subject matter the printed or digital version of the pattern instructions in 
photos posted publicly, if this is a paid pattern.
If you wish to teach a class using a daisy chain knits' paid pattern, please purchase one copy per 
student.
If you wish to sell this pattern as a yarn kit, please contact me. 
 
Finished Objects
By purchasing this pattern, you legally are allowed to do whatever you like with the finished 
object, while the copyright for the pattern itself remains held by me, Amanda Guthrie of daisy 
chain knits. You do not need my permission to do the following:

*  Donate the finished object to charities or fundraisers
*  Knit as many items from the pattern as you would like for personal use or personal gifts
*  Selling limited amounts of the finished objects to close family and friends

If you wish to sell finished objects from this pattern on an Etsy site, online store,  or on-site store, 
I legally cannot prevent or stop you from doing so. However, I will be most grateful if you would 
include credit for my pattern on the tag or listing, along with a link so that others can find the 
pattern. 

If you would be so kind, please include the text "Pattern designed by Amanda of daisy chain 
knits" and a link to my website (www.daisychainknits.com) or my Ravelry designer page (www.
ravelry.com/designers/amanda-leah).

Thank you for understanding and supporting independent designers!  

http://www.daisychainknits.com

